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ABSTRACT

Occupational protection records have traditionallybeen generated

by field and laboratory personnel, assembled into files in the safety

office, and eventually stored in a warehouse or other facility. Until

recently, these records have been primarily paper copies, often hand-

written. Sometimes, the paper is microfilmed for storage. However,

electronic records are beginning to replace these traditional methods.

The purpose of this paper is to provide guidance for making the

transition to automated record keeping and retrieval using modern

computer equipment.

This paper describes the types of records most readily converted

to electronic record keeping and a methodologyfor implementing an

automated record system. The process of conversion is based on a

requirements analysis to assess program needs and a high level of user

involvementduring the development. The importanceof indexing the hard

copy records for easy retrieval is also discussed. The concept of

linkage bet_een related records and its importancerelative to

reporting, research, and litigation will be addressed.

INTRODUCTION

Occupational protection records systemsmaintain records of

exposure of personnel to hazardous materials and conditions in the

workplace, such as chemicals, ionizing and nonionizing radiation,

carcinogens, laser light, noise, etc. In addition to protection of
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workers, some of the reasons for maintaining these records include the

evaluation of the effectivenessof the protection program, the

demonstration of compliance with regulations and requirements,and

defense of the program from unwarranted litigation. The goal of any

occupationalprotection records system should be the compilation of

complete and accurate individual exposure historieswith substantial.

documentation. Many of the records maintained by these systems can be-

converted to electronic records. Most exposure records can b_

computerized such that a complete occupationalhealth record can be

readily accessed by those with a need to know. Many monitoring results

can be computerized and linked to exposures. A completely paperless

system is not practical because many computerizedrecords may need to be

backed up with hard copy documentation. However, the hard copy records

can be indexed into a computer- assisted retrieval (CAR) system for

ready access. Which records are computerizedwill depend upon the

importanceplaced on the particulardata, the need to retain it, the

availabilityrequired for the data, an_, often, the

size and cost restrictionsof the database.

Experience has shown that there are many computer systems that

just do not work very well or meet the needs of the users. At the

Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL)a the Hanford Occupational

RadiologicalExposure (ORE) System is being redeveloped. When we first

a The Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S.
Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute unde,
contract DE ACO6-76RLO 1830
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investigatedhow to go about doing this, we found that some groups, when

automating or redeveloping an existing automated system_ first buy a

computer system and software. They then contact the informationsystems

department and tell them they need a records system. The information

systems people go off, design and program a system, and then give.the

requestors a system that just does not work well or meet their needs.

To avoid this, the development,or redevelopment,of a computer

system must follow a system design life cycle approach as illustrated in

Figure 1. The life cycle starts with a requirementsanalysis in which

, user requirementsand the budget and schedule are examined. The

requirementsdocument lists in detail what the system will contain and

what it will do. After the requirementsanalysis is completed, an

alternativesanalysis is performed. This analysis will determine the

hardware and software that will best support the requirementsdetermined

during the requirementsanalysis and is affordable. During the

alternativesanalysis, some preliminarydesign effort can be performed.

During the detailed design/constructionphase, based on the requirements

study, the detailed design, programming,and testing proceed until the

system is ready for implementation. The implementationphase includes

training of users, a test run of the completed system, and final

acceptance of the system by the user. The system is then put into

production.

SYSTEM DESIGN LIFE CYCLE

RequirementsAnalysis Phase
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The requirementsanalysis is the most importanteffort of the

project. All of the rest of the project will be based on it. This

effort must have a high level of user involvementby the steering

committee, user interviews,and user feedback (See Figure 2). During

this phase the programmers,who may be from outside the record-keeping

department, should learn and understand the business that the system

supports by reviewing existing procedures,making direct observations,

and performing data flow analysis. The requirementsdocument, resulting

from the analysis, should be carefully reviewed and approved by the

users. In general, any change in the requirementsat a later stage will

affect the project schedule and budget.

There are several objectives, at a minimum, that the requirements

analysis should meet. First, critical data elements that will be

• included in the system should be identifiedand described. Then, all of

the system processing activities must be identifiedand described.

Current and future storage and processing volume must also be assessed.

This assessment will be a determining factor in the type of hardware and

software that will be acceptable to consider in the alternatives

analysis.

System strategies for record retention, access control, security,

and data integrity must be determined. Each record in the protection

program should have a retention requirement - how long and in what

form - determined. Because much of the data in these systems involve

information on people they are often sensitive. Therefore, the strategy

for controlling access to the records must be considered. Again, due to
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the sensitive nature of many of the records, security needs must be

assessed. The requirement for stringent access control and security

measures may exclude certain types of computer systems. System

strategies for assuring data integrity is a vital consideration;

eliminating incorrect and invaliddata from the system is crucial and

the basis for how this is to be done should be included at this stage.

Finally, a verifiable model of the system that correlates with the

business area it represents should be built. This model should be

easily understandable to the users who are often not versed in the

technical aspects of certain types of computer system modeling and would

have to take involved training to understand the concepts. Data flow

models are usually relatively simple to understand and users can quickly

learn the meanings of the graphical symbols.

A number of tools should be used in the requirements analysis. A

user's oversight committee should be co_.tinuouslyinvolved during the

complete life cycle and should have approval of all changes after the

requirements analysis is completed. The committee should include people

who can make decisions rapidly to prevent cost and schedule problems.

lt must also include people who will eventually use the system.

Second, if there a records system in place, even if it only involves

paper stored in filing cabinets, any operating procedures and existing

documents should be used. Along with direct observation of the existing

system, these procedures will help the software designers to understand

the business they will be dealing with. User interviews by the

designers are an importantpart of the analysis. Third, a data flow
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analysis should be performed by the designers, includingwalk-throughs

of the business processes with the users. The input for the data flow

analysis consists of 1) what processesmake up the system, 2) what data

is used in each process (inputsand outputs), and 3) what data is stored

and where it is stored (e.g., in the database or a file cabinet). Then,

the processes should be iterativelydecomposed to arrive at the

necessary level of detail to assure a complete understandingof the

system. The model can then be documented using data flow diagrams. The

users should then review and correct the data flow diagrams. At this

stage, a high-level data dictionary should be developed to name the data

elements to be stored and manipulated in the database. Such a

dictionary allows the users and the designers to speak a common

language.

The final pr_ ,uctof the requirementsanalysis is the requirements

document. The document should contain a general summary, including a

section on background informationthe new system's purpose, its goals,

and a documentation of the current environment. The basic requirements

forthe new system must also be included in the requirementsdocument;

this information should include the system inputs and outputs, data

characteristics,and the processes involved. The system inputs and

outputs should describe what data goes into the system, how and where it

is to be stored, and what reports or other output is required. The data

characteristicsshould describe what form the data is kept in, such as

the units of measurement to be used.
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Other items also need considerationand should be included in the

requirementsdocument: 1) resource constraints,i.e., how much money and

how many people are available for the developmentproject, 2) security

constraints, i.e., how stringent the data protection must be, 3)

regulatory constraints, i.e., whether governmentalor facility

regulations are involved and if they are being met, 4) assumptions,due

to lack of absolute data, 5) User interfaces,includingwho, how many,

and for what purpose, 6) system interfaces,7) scheduling, i.e, how long

will it take to get the new system into production,8) data

administration, 9) test and acceptance criteria, 10) portability -

among different hardware and software with a minimum of modifications,

11) documentation (completedocumentationof the system is vital), 12)

training for all users, 13) options, i.e., what options were considered

where certain decisions were made, 14) reliability and recovery, i.e.,

how vital is the data to continued operationof the facility and how

reliable must the system be and how rapidly must it be recovered in case

of disaster, 15) responsibilitiesfor aspects of the development, 16)

conversion of existing system to the new hardware and software.

Alternatives Analysis

The alternativesanalysis follows the requirements analysis and

must be based on the requirements. The steps involved in this analysis

include identifying hardware and software alternativesand then

selecting several of the most promising alternatives. Sometimes, the

only options may be a facility mainframe or a personal computer based
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system. However, there are times when the purchase of a new dedicated

system may be justified either by requirementsor cost. The next step

is to determine the life cycle costs for each selected alternative.The

benefits and drawbacks associated with each must then be identified•

Finally, after analysis of the data, the most effective course of action

is determined. The analysis s_Jui_ be documented and the selection

justified.

System Design

During the preliminarydesign phase certain tasks should be

accomplished. A project management plan detailed down to a fairly small

task level should be completed. From this plan a final estimate of the

cost should be calculated. In addition, acceptancecriteria, based on

the requirements document, and a quality assuranceplan should be

generated.

The detailed design phase includes generationof the written

design specifications. These specificationsshould be walked through

with the users to assure they meet their requirements• There should be

a detailed design document produced that is approved by the customer.

In addition, a test plan, based on the acceptancecriteria should be

developed.

Following the detailed design phase the programming of the system

will take place.

System Testing
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During the programming,the design team should perform module

testing. Each individual module should be tested as it is completed

with the user involved in the testing. Then, the modules should be

integrated and tested again with a test run after each module is added°

As flaws are found they are corrected and retested until the system

functions as designed•

t

Implementation

The implementationphase includes the developmentof a user

manual, the training of user personnel, and a complete test run by the

user. The training of user personnelmay start during earlier phases,

particularlythose that need in-depth knowledge of the operation of the

system. After the test run, the user must verify that all of the

requirementshave been met and that all results _re correct. Some hand

calculationsmay have to be made to assure the computer programs have

correctly handled any calculations. If redevelopingan existing system_

a parallel run with the old system should be made and the results

compared.

When the system operates as the users want it to it can then be

accepted and put into production.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

An important consideration is the method for storing hard copy

records that must be retained. They can be maintained as paper records

and stored in filing cabinets or in storage facilities. The paper can
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be converted to microfilm or microfiche. A new storage method, laser

optical disk, appears to have considerablepromise fur ready access and

retrieval. As the paper is reduced to digital form, it can be

transmitted in electronic form and viewed on computer monitors.

Another consideration is how to have ready access to hard-copy

documents. If there are large numbers of documents, consideration

should be given to indexing them into a computer assisted retrieval

(CAR) system. Specific documents can be indexedwith the storage

location such they can be retrievedfrom millions of documents in

minutes.

Finally, documents should be linked such that all related

informationcan be retrieved. For instance, in the case of an incident,

all exposures as well as monitoring results for the job, calibration

records for the monitoring instruments,job safety specifications,the

training records of the individuals involved and the protection

personnel assigned, any assessmentsoF exposure, incident reports, etc.,

should be readily available and accessible. In the case of unwarranted

litigation, experience has shown that providing complete records to the

court can often lead to a successfuldefense. On the other hand, poor

and incomplete records usually results in a judgement or expensive

settlement for the plaintiff.

CONCLUSION

Ti_edevelopment of an automatedprotection records system is a

very involved process. The two most importantaspects of a successful
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project are the completion of an accurate and complete requirements

analysis and highly active user involvement. If the requirements

analysis is done right and the users assure the designers stick to the

requirements, a responsive and useable system should result.
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FIGURES

Figure I. Computer System Software Development Life Cycle

Figure 2. Computer System Software Development RequirementsAnalysis

Phase
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